A Musical Program
March 22, 1996
6:30 and 7:30, Rutledge Chapel
The University of South Carolina

Performed by the
University of South Carolina Women's Chorus
Directed by Catherine Better-McKenna

"I Go Sweet Friends"
Poetry by Felicia Hemans
Music by C. Moineke

"The Laird o' Cockpen"
Poetry by Carolina, Baroness Naive
Traditional air, arr. A. E. Pickin
Arranged for women's chorus by C. Better-McKenna

"Callen Herrin'"
Poetry by Carolina, Baroness Naive
Music by Nathaniel Gow, Arr. By Alfred Moffat

"The Land o' the Leat"
Poetry by Carolina, Baroness Naive
Traditional air, arr. Sir J. H. McFarren
Arranged for Women's Chorus by C. Better-McKenna

"Harriet Tubman"
Walter Robinson, Arr. By John Coates

Members of the Chorus
Bridget Barless
Kimberly Gill
Emily Henderson
Virginia McLeod
Melissa Muir
Eva Warren
Penelope Williams

Courtney Fogelman
Jan Gillette
Jaime Howell
Brooke McKissick
Michelle Varner
Keri Widdle

You are cordially invited
To a Reception
For an Exhibition
Featuring the Work of Felicia Hemans
From the Collection of
Professor Paula R. Feldman

6:00-8:00
Friday, 22 March 1996

McKissick Museum
The Horseshoe
University of South Carolina